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Saving the curlews
These beautiful birds are under threat, but help is at hand 
and we can all play our part in safeguarding their future

WORDS: Charlotte Varela

In spring, I migrate, leaving 
the reservoirs and woods 
that became so familiar over 
winter and walk up high into 

the uplands of Pendle. I am 
searching for something: big 
skies, freedom and deep lungfuls 
of hill air, but most of all, I’m 
searching for curlews. 

Curlews are our largest wading 
bird – about the size of a female 
pheasant – and like me, they 
migrate each spring, though their 
journey is a little more arduous. 
They spend winter on the coast, 

bracing themselves against the 
harsh sea winds and using their 
ludicrously long, curved bills  
to gorge on the mud-dwelling 
invertebrates hiding in our sandy 
shorelines and muddy estuaries. 
In spring they return to their lofty 
breeding grounds on the moors, 
filling the air with their bubbling 
call: a simultaneously joyous and 
mournful ‘cur-lee, cur-lee’. 

The call of the curlew has been 
immortalised in literature for 
centuries. Scottish poet W. S. 
Graham called it a ‘love weep’, 

while Ted Hughes affectionately 
referred to it as a ‘wobbling water 
call’. But this iconic sound is 
fading from our landscape. 

In England alone we have lost 
60 per cent of curlews since the 
1980s, and across Britain they are 
disappearing at a rate of around 
5,500 birds each year.

Curlews nest on the ground 
and are struggling to raise their 
chicks in the modern British 
countryside. The intensification 
of farming has led to annual hay 
cuts being abandoned in favour of 
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regular silage harvests in the 
middle of breeding season, which 
sees any nests or chicks hidden  
in the grass rolled by farm 
machinery. And that isn’t all  
– curlews face a steep rise in 
generalist predators, like foxes 
and crows, and the afforestation 
of their upland territories. 
Curlews aren’t just losing their 
young – they’re losing their 
homes. There is just one breeding 

pair of curlews left on Dartmoor 
and five left in Worcestershire, 
while in north Shropshire, just 
one nest out of 100 successfully 
fledged chicks last year. In Wales, 
the curlew could be extinct as a 
breeding bird in just 10 years. 
Even here in Lancashire – an 
important curlew stronghold  
– these birds are struggling  
to cling on, and a landscape 
devoid of their haunting call is 
now a very real reality. But 
although the future looks bleak 
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‘Even here in Lancashire 
– an important curlew 

stronghold – these birds 
are struggling to cling on, 

and a landscape devoid 
of their haunting call is 
now a very real reality’

for Lancashire’s curlews,  
they have some incredible 
organisations on their side. 

The Forest of Bowland AONB  
is driving forward local curlew 
conservation through the 

Northern Upland Chain Local 
Nature Partnership: mapping 
how curlews use the landscape, 
empowering farmers to make 
their land more curlew-friendly 
and gathering crucial data to 
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Curlews are  
our largest 
wading birds
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Curlew eggs can 
suffer if they are 
left for too long

righT: 
Curlews in flight
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make sure that each step in the 
recovery plan is the right one. 

Last year, the RSPB was 
awarded a £221,000 grant  
from the Green Recovery 
Challenge Fund to tackle the 
curlew decline in the Forest  
of Bowland, Geltsdale and the 
Hadrian’s Wall area. The project 
will help 70 farms to restore 
1,050 hectares of land for 310 
breeding pairs of curlews by 
creating wet areas where they  
can feed, and managing rushy 
fields so there is a range of 

vegetation heights; offering both 
feeding and breeding habitat in 
close proximity.

Then there is Curlew Action, 
founded by Curlew Moon author 
Mary Colwell during the 
Coronavirus pandemic. This 
fledgling charity is already 
making an impact, focusing on 
arming landowners, farmers and 
policymakers with the knowledge 
and tools to conserve curlews  
on their land. This includes  
the creation of a Fieldworker’s 
Toolkit: a powerful set of 
resources that incorporates 
electric fences to keep out 
predators, temperature loggers 
 to monitor how long birds spend 
on the nest, and cameras to 
monitor nest disturbance. This  
is all supported by a practical 
guide to curlew conservation, 
compiled using the knowledge  
of those working out in the field. 

It certainly feels as though 
there is a change in the wind  
– the curlew’s call stronger  
on a breeze driven by passion  
and dedication. But the buck 
doesn’t stop with conservation 

organisations – we all have  
a part to play in safeguarding 
Lancashire’s most iconic bird. 

Nesting on the ground doesn’t 
just leave curlews vulnerable  
to predators; it leaves them 
vulnerable to us. Curlews are 
very good at hiding their nests 
and we often won’t realise we  
are near one until a bird flies  
up into the air, leaving its eggs  
or chicks unsupervised. The 
longer a curlew spends in the  
air, the longer its eggs are left  
to go cold or its chicks are left  
at the mercy of opportunistic 
predators. Simply keeping  
your dog on a lead, sticking  
to footpaths and watching  
where you step on walks in  
the Lancashire countryside  
will have a powerful effect  
on curlew numbers. 
Landowners in Bowland who 
would like to improve their land 
for curlews can get in touch with 
RSPB Curlew Project Officer, 
Philip Miller, at philip.miller@
rspb.org.uk. Find out more 
about Curlew Action at 
curlewaction.org

abOvE: 
The curlew is 
one of our most 
distinctive birds
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